AKATABO K'O KWIKUMI NA KUMWE 2014.

EDITORS MESSAGE.

TIST FARMERS
It is now maize, beans, sorghum and other annual crops planting season. Make sure planting is done timely. On top keep in mind planting indigenous trees of different species as agreed in our trainings to clean our environment.

Ara.

OBUTUMWA BWA EDITA.
Egi nshumi neibyara ryebihimba, ebicoori, omugusha nebindi bihingwa bya buri mwaka mureebe ngu mwabyara iwaheza omubwire buhikire.
Obwo muteebirwe nokugumizamu nimubara emit yenzarwa nkoku twaikiri zeine omumishomo yaitu kushemeza obuhangwa bwensi yaitu.
Ara.

PREFACE
- Tist voted best offsetting project
- Building one another

EBIROMUNDA
- Tist esingire omukuguzi
- Okwombekana.
- Akasiimo kuruga omumiti
TIST VOTED BEST OFFSETTING PROJECT
SUBSISTENCE FARMERS PROVE THEY CAN IMPROVE THEIR LOCAL ENVIRONMENT AND THE PLANET

The International Small Group and Tree Planting Program (TIST) was voted Best Offsetting Project in a global survey conducted by Environmental Finance. Environmental Finance is an online news and analysis service established in 1999 to report on sustainable investment, green finance and the people and companies active in environmental markets. This recognition, voted by the carbon market industry professionals throughout the world, identified the many benefits that TIST farmers receive from working together to plant trees, and to develop and share local “best practices” that improve their lives. TIST is the first offsetting project to be recognized by Environmental Finance.

TIST is an agriculture, tree planting, development and carbon credit program that operates in Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania and India. TIST was developed with and for smallholder and subsistence farmers who plant trees on degraded land to improve their livelihoods and food security. Their actions also address local, regional and global environmental issues such as deforestation, biodiversity loss, adaptation and climate change. “The real credit for the outstanding results of this program belongs to the farmers of TIST,” said Ben Henneke, co-founder of TIST. “These farmers collect local seeds, make nurseries, plant seedlings, and keep them alive through droughts, floods, and raids by cattle, goats and elephants.

TIST farmers are an incredibly inspiring group of people. They are proud of the benefits their trees are having on their lives and on the global environment. This award recognizes the hard work done by more than 70,000 farmers planting trees, sharing information, monitoring results and helping other farmers.”

“Tropical deforestation is one of the largest man-made sources of CO2, and smallholder farmers are among those most severely harmed by climate change,” continued Henneke. “For the past 14 years, more and more TIST women and men have taken action to reverse deforestation and to improve their own land and the land in their communities. By carefully measuring the growth of their trees they have created a new ‘Virtual Cash Crop’—carbon offsets. These carbon credits are sold to companies, organizations and people who want to encourage the TIST farmers’ efforts.” TIST’s carbon offsets from India, Kenya and Uganda are Validated and Verified to Voluntary Carbon Standard (VCS) and Climate, Community & Biodiversity (CCB) standards including the “Gold” level. “Sales of these premium quality TIST tones now fully support these existing locations and should continue profitably for another 25-30 years,” noted Henneke. “With additional expansion capital, we will continue to replicate this self-sustaining process.”

TIST farmers have demonstrated that using the new agricultural approaches, planting a variety of tree species, using higher efficiency stoves for cooking, and adopting better health practices have a large impact on their family’s income and health. Recent studies required for the multiple Verifications have shown that the benefits the farmers create far exceed the costs of developing the program. Henneke added, “We have partnered with USAID Kenya over the last five years to expand TIST in Kenya so that more farmers, especially women and youth, could create more benefits for themselves, improve biodiversity and water quality, and protect
forests. USAID’s help in Kenya also benefited participants in each of the other countries when new best practices developed in Kenya were shared from farmer to farmer. TIST is showing that improving the local and the global environment creates more income and more opportunities. With more than one billion hectares of degraded land in need of restoration, TIST demonstrates that creating ‘Payments for Environmental Services’ for farmers in the tropics can rapidly reduce greenhouse gasses and provide time for the technological development of other ‘low carbon’ approaches to mature and be proven out.” Charlie Williams, Vice President of Clean Air Action Corporation (CAAC), commented, “For the past 14 years we have had three primary concerns:
First, that the farmers who joined TIST create a better life for themselves through their efforts.
Second, that CAAC would create the monitoring systems and processes to accurately and transparently measure their results. And third, that the measured results would create a new source of income for them.”
In May of 2011, the TIST program was “First in the World” to complete the VCS and CCB certifications and have now completed that process a total of 14 times. Williams added, “We are pleased to have customers who recognize both the technical excellence and the human benefits that purchasing TIST tones provides. Two of those important customers, The Carbon Neutral Company, and Microsoft have also won awards from Environmental Finance. The Carbon Neutral Company was voted ‘The Best Offset Retailer’ and Microsoft was voted ‘Best Corporate Offset Program.’ TIST continues to replicate and expand because there are millions of farmers who want to join. We look forward to accomplishing the financing to meet the needs of those farmers, and to increase the beneficial impact of TIST on global climate change.”

BUILDING ONE ANOTHER
By Hakim Bachwa
Building one another is our Motto in TIST activities and is a good thing we can all do. It helps society and individuals to grow well and builds trust. It helps a person to feel at home in the community and creates unity and love. Servant leadership comes in as a string to pull some one who is unable. You come and join us in building one another. We shall have a strong foundation for TIST. You encourage the starters with love and help them to continue. You accept challenges and receive opposition thoughts with good will. You keep moving on a good pace.
Welcome strangers and give them time and comfort them. You will learn many things from your stay! Building one another has no end since we all can always grow and improve. The word “thank you” at any moment is important. Thanking someone for a specific thing they did well will encourage them to do this more. Supporting and making efforts for success is a good way of overcoming barriers and problems. We need to build up one another in our environment.
We need food to live. We need shelter. We need clothes, yes, but we also need to feel comfort in order to work together, to fight a good fight against poverty, hunger, and ignorance. We need to support the good thoughts of our working team. Let’s build each other. The future will be good.